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Sacred and Profane Love
Handel and the Roman Cardinals

Ellen T. Harris

The myth of Hercules at the Crossroads was often treated in the Baroque era as a
metaphor for choosing the virtuous life.1 It was a favored topic in the visual arts,Ercole
al bivio (The Judgement of Hercules) by Annibale Carracci (ca. 1596) and Ercole tra il
vizio e la virtù (Hercules between Vice and Virtue) by Jan van den Hoecke (ca. 1630,
formerly attributed to Peter Paul Rubens) being just two of the best known paint-
ings. AnthonyAshley Cooper, third earl of Shaftesbury (1671–1713), used the story as
an emblem for the ethical life, and his treatise on how the scene should be depicted
is indebted to Carracci.2 Later in the century, Johann Sebastian Bach (1733) and
George Frideric Handel (1750) set different versions of the legend to music. Much
earlier, however, Handel’s oratorio, Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno (1707), com-
posed in Rome to a libretto by Cardinal Benedetto Pamphilj, tells a similar story, but
in this case it is Bellezza (Beauty) rather than Hercules, who must decide between

1 My thinking on this topic was initiated and influenced by discussions with Irving and Marilyn
Lavin at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, concerning Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s »LaVerità
svelata dalTempo« (Truth Unveiled by Time) (1645–1652), and with Don Harrán (Hebrew Univer-
sity, Jerusalem) concerning his subsequent article, The Subject of Decision-making in Music as the
Choice between Virtue and Pleasure, in:Acta musicologica 79 (2007), pp.113–149. Professor Har-
rán also took the time to read early versions of the paper and to provide detailed commentary that
was invaluable to my thinking. I am very grateful as well to Ruth Smith (Cambridge University) for
reading this paper in draft and for sharing her own work on »Il trionfo delTempo e del Disinganno«
with me before publication; Ruth Smith, Psychological Realism in »Il Trionfo del Tempo e del
Disinganno«, in:Händel-Jahrbuch 54 (2008), pp.219–228. I would also like to thankAnne MacNeil
(The University of North Carolina,Chapel Hill) and Elizabeth Tolbert (The Peabody Conservatory,
Baltimore) for the opportunity to present this paper in forums where the questions and comments
of the students and faculty helped me to engage the material more deeply.
2 »A Notion of the Historical Draught or Tablature of the Judgment of Hercules« was originally
published in French in the Journal des sçavans in 1712; it appeared in English as an addition to
the second edition of Shaftesbury’s »Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times« (1714).
Shaftesbury commissioned the Neapolitan artist Paolo de Matteis (1662–1728) to execute this work,
and both a study and a finished painting survive (1712).The fourth earl of Shaftesbury, alsoAnthony
Ashley Cooper, was an ardent admirer and patron of Handel.
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temporal pleasures and lasting virtue. Like the choice of Hercules, Il trionfo presents a
defining moment at the crossroads of the sacred and the profane, where the chosen
path will presumably set the remaining course of life for the central character.3

Despite the frequent emphasis in many musical, poetic and artistic works of
the period on the importance of a single, life-governing choice, however, the path
of truth and virtue is rarely achieved by a single decision. That is, the initial choice
does not clearly establish the remaining route, which is determined rather by the
many little decisions that either keep one on the road of righteousness or lead into
wasteful detours or to dead ends.Handel’s Italian chamber cantatas often explore this
more quotidian dilemma, especially – it seems – in those works related to Cardinals
Pamphilj and Pietro Ottoboni. In cantatas with texts by Pamphilj, direct references
to Handel and to the cardinal himself personalize the issue of choice, and in Handel’s
settings, the use of a virtuosic style in the portrayal of the dangerous path sets up a
striking musical dichotomy between good and evil, safety and danger. In at least one
instance, different national styles seem to underlie and support this dichotomy.

Il trionfo delTempo e del Disingannowas composed relatively early in 1707,probably
in and around the month of April. The copyist Antonio Giuseppe Angelini submit-
ted his bill for copying the work to Cardinal Pamphilj, who was the patron as well
as author, on 14 May.4 The place and date of performance is not documented. One
might assume it was presented at Pamphilj’s palace, but John Mainwaring in his biog-
raphy of Handel (1760) seems to place its performance under the auspices of Cardi-
nal Ottoboni at the Cancelleria (the Papal Chancellery where Ottoboni resided),5

and Ursula Kirkendale states, »this oratorio of Handel to Pamphilj’s libretto was
indeed heard on 2 May 1707, in [the marchese Francesco Maria] Ruspoli’s palace.«6

Whatever its venue, its association with Pamphilj as author of the text is clear.

3 The nature of Hercules’s choice was not, of course, unique to him. The typical depiction of
Virtue in armor (or simply with her sword) and of Pleasure in dishabille also offers a visual image
of the specific choice the knight Ruggiero must make in Ariosto’s »Orlando furioso« (1516–1532)
between his betrothed Bradamante, a woman warrior, and the sorceress Alcina.Handel set a version
of this story in 1735. In the opening scene of his opera »Orlando« (1732), the title character is shown
the choice between pleasure and virtue by the magus Zoroaster, and when the wrong decision nearly
proves his ruin,Orlando has to be rescued. Sometimes, as in Titian’s »L’amor sacro e l’amor profano«
(Sacred and Profane Love) (1514), the person making the choice (if that is what is implied by this
painting) is not depicted, putting the viewer directly, rather than by analogy, into Hercules’s position.
4 Hans Joachim Marx,Die »Giustificazioni della Casa Pamphilj« als musikgeschichtliche Quelle,
in: Studi musicali 12 (1983), pp.121–187: 179.
5 John Mainwaring, Memoirs of the Life of the Late George Frederic Handel. To Which is
Added, a Catalogue of His Works, and Observations upon Them, London 1760, pp. 54–57. Main-
waring in this section is discussing the performance of Handel’s music in the Cancelleria, and his
note (p.57) would seem to associate »Il trionfo« with the compositions performed there.
6 Ursula Kirkendale, Handel with Ruspoli: New Documents from the Archivio Segreto Vatica-
no,December 1706 to December 1708, in: Studi musicali 32 (2003), pp.301–348: 320.Kirkendale’s
article appears in German in the Händel-Jahrbuch 50 (2004), pp.309–374, and has been reprinted
in English in:Warren and Ursula Kirkendale,Music and Meaning. Studies in Music History and the
Neighbouring Disciplines, Florence 2007, pp.361–415.
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In the libretto of Il trionfo, Bellezza is offered a choice between the ephem-
eral delights presented by Piacere (Pleasure) and the eternal verities represented
by Tempo and Disinganno (Time and Good Counsel).7 That Pamphilj included
in Piacere’s catalogue of temptations not only sensuality and youthful beauty, but
also music and works of art, is particularly striking, given that he was a lover of
music, a prolific author of oratorio and cantata texts, and the owner of a vast and
distinguished collection of visual art.8 One wonders whether he actually saw these
interests as a distraction from the path of truth or ever considered abandoning them.
Bellezza, when she accepts Tempo and Disinganno rather than Piacere, renounces
the vanities of the world and rejects personal pride, discarding her locks of golden
hair and asking for a hair shirt and a solitary cell.9

Il trionfo has in recent years had many interpreters. Mary Ann Parker identified
it as an »allegory of conversion from preoccupation with the sinful flesh to the spir-
itual life«.10 Huub van der Linden argued that the oratorio specifically refers to, and
perhaps even portrays the conversion of Mary Magdalen.11 Ruth Smith speaks in
more psychological terms of Bellezza’s growth from child to adult, emphasizing the
unfolding nature of this conversion not as a single event but as a spiritual progres-
sion in identifiable stages.12 She specifically rejects a single moment of conversion,
arguing rather that the process »occupies the whole work«.Whether or not Il trionfo
is modeled, as Parker suggests, on Petrarch’s I trionfi (1351–1374), a set of poems that

7 The translation of »disinganno« is difficult. Although it is often rendered as »disillusion«,Mary
Ann Parker has shown that it more literally means »undeception« and figuratively suggests »truth«.
See Mary Ann Parker,Handel’s »Il trionfo delTempo e del Disinganno«:A Petrarchan Vision in Ba-
roque Style, in:Music & Letters 84 (2003), pp.403–413: 405 note 12.When this work was revived
in London in 1737/1739, the »Disinganno« of the title was, indeed, changed to »Verità« (»Il trionfo
del Tempo e dellaVerità«), and in the further revision, in English, of 1757/1758 it became »Truth«
(»The Triumph of Time and Truth«). In addition to »undeception« and »truth«, »disinganno« also
implies good Counsel, a name given Disinganno at one point in the original text (Consiglio) and
used in 1737/1739 as the translation of Disinganno and in 1757/1758 as the name of the character.
Throughout this paper, I have retained the original Italian names. Parker discusses the genre of »Il
trionfo« in light of earlier discussions by Carolyn Gianturco, »Il trionfo delTempo e del Disinganno«:
Four Case-studies in Determining Italian Poetic-musical Genres, in: Journal of the Royal Musi-
cal Association 119 (1994), pp.43–59, and Donald Burrows, A Question of Terminology, in: The
Handel Institute Newsletter 5/2 (Autumn 1994), pp.4–6; see also both Gianturco’s response and
Burrows’s reply, »Il trionfo« Revived, in: The Handel Institute Newsletter 6/1 (Spring 1995), pp.7 f.
This is an issue I will let pass.Whether the work should, by whatever measure chosen, be named an
oratorio, serenata or cantata is not critical to my discussion.
8 Carracci’s painting and Matteis’s study also depict music on the side of Pleasure, not Virtue.
9 English translations of »Il trionfo« in this paper are adapted by the author from »Haendel: Il
trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno«, Concerto italiano (Opus 111: OP 30321), liner notes (unat-
tributed).
10 Parker, Handel’s »Il trionfo delTempo e del Disinganno« (see note 7), p. 413 (Abstract).
11 Huub van der Linden, Benedetto Pamphilj as Librettist: Mary Magdalene and the Harmo-
ny of the Spheres in Handel’s »Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno«, in: Recercare 16 (2004),
pp.133–161.
12 Smith, Psychological Realism (see note 1), pp.220 f. and passim.
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depict in rising order the triumphs (I trionfi) of Love, Chastity, Death, Fame, Time
and Eternity; or presents an intense psychological narrative of conversion (Smith); or
portrays the conversion of Mary Magdalen (van der Linden) – and I think all of these
things may be relevant – its focus on conversion would seem to be clear. Kirkendale,
however, downplays the role of conversion in favor of the competition itself, assert-
ing that the oratorio depicts a contest held annually at the Accademia di San Luca
(a society of artists) to choose by vote the best painter, sculptor and architect among
them.13 The specific nature of this proposed allegory would seem to have been suc-
cessfully repudiated by van der Linden, but the importance of competition between
Tempo and Disinganno, on the one hand, and Piacere, on the other, for Bellezza’s
soul (as described in a psychological sense by Smith) should not be overlooked in
either the libretto or the music. Perhaps, in all of its complexity, Il trionfo depicts the
struggle involved not only in choosing but also in maintaining a religious vocation, a
topic that would certainly have had particular meaning for Pamphilj.14

The personal resonance of this text to Pamphilj can be seen, at the very least, in
the apparent insertion of Handel himself into the story as the musician in Piacere’s
palace playing a brilliant organ sonata (so-called, but in reality an organ concerto) of
his own composition. This is followed by an aria for Piacere with organ obbligato
in which the performer is described »as a graceful young man who arouses perfect
delight in alluring sounds«. Not only can Handel’s presence be assumed – as com-
poser he would likely be conducting from the keyboard – but one could probably
identify him in the textual narrative simply from the reputation he had achieved
in Italy specifically as a virtuoso on the organ. Mainwaring, for example, writes of
a competition on keyboard instruments between Handel and Domenico Scarlatti
arranged under the auspices of Cardinal Ottoboni. The result of this musical duel
was that some accorded Scarlatti the winner on the harpsichord, but »when they
came to the Organ there was not the least pretence for doubting to which of them
it belonged. Scarlatti himself declared the superiority of his rival, and owned ingenu-
ously, that till he had heard him upon this instrument, he had no conception of its
powers«.15 Further, Pamphilj, as archpriest of San Giovanni (in Laterano) in Rome,
must have been the driving force behind the organ recital given by Handel in that
church, the ecclesiastical seat of the pope as Bishop of Rome, on 14 January 1707,
which stunned the aristocratic audience and seems to have served as Handel’s public
introduction to the city.16 Thus, Handel’s reputation and identity as an organist was
closely related to his apparent personification in Pamphilj’s libretto.

13 Kirkendale, Handel with Ruspoli (see note 6), p. 320.
14 Smith has initiated a welcome discussion concerning what »detailed psychological guidance
in spiritual matters was available to Pamphilj and was likely to have been familiar to him« (Smith,
Psychological Realism [see note 1], p. 220 note 7). This is a topic that deserves further research.
15 Mainwaring,Memoirs (see note 5), p. 61.
16 Ursula Kirkendale, Orgelspiel im Lateran und andere Erinnerungen an Händel: Ein un-
beachteter Bericht in »Voiage historique« von 1737, in: Die Musikforschung 41 (1988), pp.1–9,
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Given the role Handel appears to play in the original narrative, it would seem
that Pamphilj admired Handel greatly, was drawn to his music, and perhaps attracted
to the young man himself. Such an attraction could explain why Handel and his
music appear in Piacere’s palace as a temptation that Bellezza (the representation of
a righteous soul and possibly of Pamphilj himself) must reject. The textual scenario,
however, left Handel in a very awkward situation and set him a very difficult task:how
could the text of Il trionfo be set so as to make clear that music – and not just any music,
but his own organ sonata – was meant to be seen as a false and fleeting attraction?

Around the same time as Il trionfo, Pamphilj presented Handel with a different
and perhaps even more trying challenge in his Orpheus cantata,Hendel, non può mia
musa (1707).17 The text states that,while Orpheus could stop birds in flight and beasts
in their tracks and could make trees and rocks move, he couldn’t make them sing.
How much greater then is Handel who, Pamphilj continues, »forced my muse into
song, just when it had hung the plectrum on a dry tree and was lying motionless«.
The musical conceit, with its surface implication that Handel’s arrival in Rome had
reawakened Pamphilj’s inspiration as a poet, barely conceals a sexual reading, and,
in point of fact, the cardinal’s literary muse, based on the texts that survive, had not
been slumbering at all.18

One struggles to imagine the 22-year-old composer’s initial reaction to being
given this cantata text to set (was it horror, embarrassment, amusement?).Whatever
Handel’s first reaction, he took a humorous, somewhat ironic approach in his set-
ting, rather than trying to depict Orpheus’s skill in a sophisticated or elaborate style.
Where the text states that the birds were stopped in flight and the beasts in their
tracks, Handel chooses a halting rhythm that depicts a kind of creeping paralysis,
leading up to repeated silences in the music following the word »stop« (»fermar«).
The second aria focuses on the »harmony of the new Orpheus«. At these words,
Handel suspends all harmonic motion; by sustaining a single note in the bass for
eight measures, he wryly depicts the »new harmony« as a monotone.Charles Burney,
who knew Handel personally, wrote that »his natural propensity to wit and humour,
and happy manner of relating common occurrences, in an uncommon way, enabled
him to throw persons and things into very ridiculous attitudes«.19 The setting of

republished in English as Organ Playing in the Lateran and Other Remembrances of Handel:A Re-
port in the »Voiage historique« of 1737, in: Kirkendale,Music and Meaning (see note 6), pp.351 bis
360;Werner Braun,Händel und der ›römische Zauberhut‹ (1707), in: Göttinger Händel-Beiträge 3
(1989), pp.71–86.
17 A bill for copying this cantata appears in Ruspoli’s account books on 9August 1708, but paper
evidence of the autograph suggests a compositional date in the first half of 1707; see Ellen T.Harris,
Handel as Orpheus: Voice and Desire in the Chamber Cantatas, Cambridge/Mass. 2001, pp.270 f.
18 Lina Montalto, Un mecenate in Roma barocca: il cardinale Benedetto Pamphilj (1653–1730),
Florence 1955, pp.501–508 (»Elenco delle opere edite ed inedite«).
19 Charles Burney, Sketch of the Life of Handel, in:An Account of the Musical Performances in
Westminster-Abbey, and the Pantheon […] in Commemoration of Handel,London 1785 (reedition:
ed. by Peter Kivy, NewYork 1979), p. 32.
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Pamphilj’s Hendel, non può mia musa may perhaps be taken as a musical example of
this side of Handel’s character.20

What then of Il trionfo? In a work of this size, it was neither possible nor desirable
to make all of Piacere’s music banal, but how was Handel to distinguish between the
kind of music that must be rejected, on the one hand, and music that accords with
virtue, on the other? Van der Linden directly addresses this question and concludes
that Handel uses virtuosity to depict the vanity one must resist: whereas the »vir-
tuoso organ sonata earlier in the oratorio represents base sensuous music«, Bellezza’s
music moves ever farther from that example as she approaches conversion. He sug-
gests that, in its extraordinary pianissimo conclusion, the aria for Bellezza that ends
the oratorio disappears into the silence of the seventh and highest planetary sphere
of Paradise in The Divine Comedy (1308–1321) by Dante.21 This is a very appealing
image, and whether or not one accepts the specific connection to Dante, the general
description is apt.

Donald Burrows has suggested that the virtuosic Sonata for organ represents
Handel’s single effort to construct »a clearcut Vivaldian ritornello movement«.22

Smith, in turn, offers an interesting twist to this proposed stylistic borrowing.
Although Burrows’s comment appears to have no negative ring, Smith describes the
Sonata as »vapidly perky«, »music of merely worldly pleasure […] in the most avant
garde idiom – that of Vivaldi«, a style, as she states, that Handel himself rejected.This
returns us to the personal, and places Handel once again at the center of the story.
As Smith writes, »Handel is both being falsely modest at this point, writing music
much less powerful than he was capable of, and [italic original] very obliquely snub-
bing a rival composer«.23

If Pamphilj had imagined that the young composer would produce a work of
stunning brilliance at this moment in the dramatic narrative, illustrating his own
musical prowess and the magnitude of Piacere’s temptations,Handel did not take the
hint. Rather, the excessive sequential repetitions and the harmonic diversions seem
to depict instead the aimless wanderings and dead-ends that the seeker of truth must
avoid. In my view, the Sonata does not sound like the music of Handel or, for that
matter, like that of Vivaldi (and 1707 seems too early, in any case, for Vivaldi to have
been his model). If Handel was not suggesting a specific composer (and we don’t
know that he wasn’t), it may still be that he chose this particular moment in the dra-
matic narrative, when the music presented was meant to be rejected, to mimic the
modern, superficially brilliant, Italian style in general.

20 The preceding two paragraphs on »Hendel, non può mia musa« are taken from Ellen T.Harris,
Handel’s Portraits of Italy in the Early Chamber Cantatas, in:American Academy of Arts & Sciences
Bulletin 60/3 (Spring 2007), pp.13–19: 18.
21 Van der Linden, Benedetto Pamphilj as Librettist (see note 11), pp.159 f.
22 Donald Burrows, Handel, Oxford/NewYork 1994, p.52.
23 Smith’s comments taken from a private communication to the author. I am grateful to
Dr. Smith for permission to quote from it.
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Whatever the meaning of this scene, its personal nature to Pamphilj and Handel
is emphasized by its alteration in later productions.24 When Pamphilj revised the text
for a new setting in 1725 by Carlo Francesco Cesarini, his long-standing »maestro di
cappella«, he cut the entire scene with the musician from the libretto.25 When Han-
del revived the work in London in 1737, he kept the scene but, to deflect attention
from himself in the context of Piacere’s palace, changed the organist to a violinist
and rewrote the sonata (now a sonatina for violin and continuo rather than a full
orchestral movement) and reduced it in length from seventy-eight to twenty-two
bars. He also made a completely new setting of the following aria that describes the
musician, replacing the organ with violin obbligato.26

Given that Handel had instituted the addition of organ concertos to his oratorio
performances sometime between 1733 and 1735 as an added attraction, there can
be little question that, had he left the Sonata for organ in its original position, the
audience would have identified him personally as the performer in Piacere’s palace.
Indeed, Handel, seemingly very conscious of this likelihood, does not simply move
himself out of Piacere’s palace but repositions himself in the path of truth, by adding
an organ concerto (probably op.4, no.4) following Bellezza’s final aria and preced-
ing a newly-added »Alleluia« choral finale.27 Newspaper advertisements for the 1737

24 The complicated history of the original sources and editions of these versions is discussed in
van der Linden, Benedetto Pamphilj as Librettist (see note 11); Gianturco, »Il trionfo« (see note 7);
and Bernd Baselt, Händel-Handbuch, vol. 2: Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis: Oratorische
Werke, vokale Kammermusik, Kirchenmusik, Kassel 1984, pp.36 f. In writing this paper, I have had
recourse to the copy (with autograph additions, some for the 1737 version) of the 1707 version (GB-
Lbl,R.M.19.d.9); the autograph of new material for the 1737 version (GB-Lbl,R.M.20.f.10),which
includes indications for the changes in the 1739 performance in addition to some of the English text
for the 1757 version; and a fair copy (made by copyist S5) of the 1757 version (GB-Lbl,R.M.18.f.8),
as well as the printed librettos for the 1737 version (US-BEb,ML48.C586 Music Case X, and US-
PRu, [Ex] XB83.0412).
25 Van der Linden,Benedetto Pamphilj as Librettist, p. 152;Gianturco compares Cesarini’s libretto
with Handel’s in »Il trionfo«, pp.53–55.Cesarini’s version is titled »Il trionfo delTempo nella Bellez-
za ravveduta« (The Triumph of Time on the Repentant Bellezza). Although a distinction is some-
times drawn between the textual emphasis of this work and Handel’s on the basis of their apparently
different titles, Handel’s work is titled similarly on the conducting score of the 1707 version in the
hand of Handel’s principal Roman copyist, Antonio Giuseppe Angelini (D-MÜs,Hss. 1896/1914a)
and in Pamphilj’s account books as »La Bellezza Raveduta [sic] nel trionfo delTempo e del Disingan-
no. See Rudolf Ewerhart, Die Händel-Handschriften der Santini-Bibliothek in Münster, in: Hän-
del-Jahrbuch 6 (1960), pp.111–150: 113–116; and Marx, Die »Giustificazioni« (see note 4), p. 179.
26 Harris,Handel as Orpheus (see note 17), pp.45 f. For a comparison of Handel’s various settings,
see Roland Dieter Schmidt, Die drei Fassungen von Händels Oratorium »Il trionfo del Tempo« /
»The Triumph of Time and Truth« (HWV 46a, 46b, 71), in: Göttinger Händel-Beiträge 7 (1998),
pp.86–118; Schmidt’s statement that the Sonatina for violin in the 1737 version derives in part from
music by Carl Heinrich Graun (p.114) is intriguing as it suggests the possibility that Handel may
have repeatedly placed music of his contemporaries, rather than his own, in Piacere’s palace and, thus,
in the position of being rejected.
27 The placement of an organ concerto or obbligato at the culminating moment in »Il trionfo«
has parallels in other works of this period. In »Alexander’s Feast« (1736), Handel inserted an organ
concerto (op.4, no.1) immediately before the closing chorus and following the moment where
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(and 1739) performances emphasize that the oratorio would include »Concerto’s
on the Organ, and other Instruments«.28 When the oratorio was revived in 1739
for a single performance, Handel again changed the sound heard in Piacere’s pal-
ace, this time from the violin to the carillon, an instrument he had first introduced
to London audiences the month before in his oratorio Saul. This necessitated his
writing yet another new sonatina (and adding a part for carillon to the following
aria).29 The alteration in sonority seems to shift the emphasis of the scene from the
personal, reflecting the magical skill of the performer, to the impersonal – that is, to
the remarkable sound of the instrument itself.When Handel undertook a final revi-
sion of Il trionfo in 1757, two years before his death, the text was rendered in English,
and this extended scene of magical sounds was eliminated altogether, Piacere’s palace
being introduced simply by a four-measure »flourish of horns«. Handel’s blindness
and increasing ill health prevented him at this time from performing, and so, perhaps
for the first time since 1707, his persona was absent from the narrative.30

In his original version of Il trionfo,which was his first large composition for Italy,
Handel appears to be using the narrative placement of the organ sonata to make a
personal, musical statement. In effect, he seems to be saying that although he can
compose in the modern Italian style, he (like Bellezza) rejects its superficial virtu-
osity – and so, perhaps, should Pamphilj. Mainwaring tells us in his biography that
Handel,while in Hamburg,was urged by one of the Medici princes to travel to Italy
so that he might become better acquainted with the music of that country. When
the prince showed him a large collection of Italian music, however, the brash young
composer replied that he »could see nothing in the Music which answered the high
character his Highness had given it«. At which response the prince, according to
Mainwaring, »smiled«, adding that »there needed nothing but a journey to Italy to
reconcile him to the style and taste which prevailed there«.31 After Handel made his

Cecilia, patron saint of music, is associated with the introduction of the organ to mankind. In John
Dryden’s »Ode for St. Cecilia’s Day« (set by Handel in 1739), the trumpet, flute and violin are each
given their due, but ultimately the laurel is reserved for the organ in an aria set with organ obbligato:
»But oh! What art can teach, / What human voice can reach / The sacred organ’s praise? / Notes
inspiring holy love, / Notes that wing their heav’nly ways / To join the choirs above.«
28 As quoted in Otto Erich Deutsch, Handel:A Documentary Biography, London 1955, pp.431
and 477 f.
29 Handel inserts these substitute movements for carillon into his autograph for the 1737 version
(GB-Lbl, R.M.20.f.10).
30 There is a question whether Handel played an organ concerto between Bellezza’s final aria
and the concluding chorus for the single performance in 1739 with added carillon. Although the
performance was advertised as including »Concerto’s on the Organ, and other Instruments«, the
indications for them are crossed out in the conducting score for 1737, which is the source for the
changes in the 1739 version (Baselt,Händel-Handbuch, vol. 2 [see note 24], p. 36). See also Schmidt,
Die drei Fassungen (see note 26), p. 100.
31 Mainwaring, Memoirs (see note 5), pp.39 f. The question of whether this prince was Ferdi-
nando or Gian Gastone de’ Medici has been much debated, and there is no reason to retrace those
arguments here. I have discussed the issue, favoring Gian Gastone, in:Harris,Handel as Orpheus (see
note 17), pp.37 f.
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way to Italy, his foreignness (of birth, surely, and religion,32 but also of musical style)
earned him the name »il Sassone« (the Saxon or,more generally, the German),which
clearly distinguished him from native composers. Of course, neither Handel nor
his music remained unaffected by his Italian years. In particular his association with
Arcangelo Corelli seems to have had an indelible impact. Nevertheless, distinctions
of national styles were important to musicians of this period.

Handel would have absorbed the German approach to composition as a native,
but he also must have been thoroughly grounded, if not in Halle, then in Hamburg,
in the French style. Johann Mattheson, his close friend in Hamburg, specifically
preferred the French to the Italian style, and it was often favored by Handel as well.
According to Mainwaring, Corelli, concertmaster for both Pamphilj and Ottoboni,
complained to Handel about the French style of an overture being foreign to him, as
a result of which the composer rewrote the movement in the Italian style. To judge
from surviving sources, this anecdote would seem to refer to the first performance
of Il trionfo.33 In Il delirio amoroso, another cantata with a text by Pamphilj (whose
performance is indicated by an entry in the Cardinal’s account books on 12 February
1707 for the copying of parts), Handel moves distinctly from an Italianate virtuosic
style in the aria »Un pensiero« to a simple French-style minuet at the end. The text
of the cantata tells of the distraught Clori. She imagines traveling to the Underworld
to seek Tirsi, her now dead lover, who had abandoned her on earth. Although he
continues to rebuff her when she finds him in Hades, she forgives him and leads him
to the Elysium Fields. The stylistic trajectory of the cantata parallels that of Il trionfo,
moving from the virtuosic style of her delirium to the calm simplicity of Elysium
Fields. As I have argued elsewhere, it is possible to overlay this basic interpretation
with various additional meanings; in particular, the specific use of national styles
implies a political reading.

In the War of the Spanish Succession over the throne of Spain,Pope Clement XI,
having tried at first to maintain neutrality, acknowledged the French claim in 1701.
If Il delirio amoroso is read as an attempt to reinforce that alliance (Clement shifted his
support toAustria in 1709), then Clori might represent France (or Cardinal Pamphilj
himself) expressing her despair of non-alliance (in the virtuosic Italian style) and pur-
suing the hesitant Tirsi (the papal state or Pope Clement himself) all the way to Hell
before lifting him into a heavenly union (in French style).34 Such a reading, depend-

32 Cf. in the present volume Silke Leopold, Ein Lutheraner in Rom. Komponieren im Kontext
der Konfessionen, and Ricarda Matheus, Händel vor der Inquisition? Zum Umgang mit Protes-
tanten im päpstlichen Rom um 1700.
33 On Mattheson’s style, see George J. Buelow, An Evaluation of Johann Mattheson’s Opera,
»Cleopatra« (Hamburg, 1704), in: Studies in Eighteenth-century Music:A Tribute to Karl Geiringer
on His Seventieth Birthday, ed. H. C. Robbins Landon, London 1970, pp.92–107: 95. On Corelli,
see Mainwaring, Memoirs, pp.54–57. On the two possible overtures to »Il trionfo«, see Anthony
Hicks, Handel’s Early Musical Development, in: Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association 103
(1976–1977), pp.80–89: 87.
34 The material in this paragraph on »Il delirio amoroso« is derived from Ellen T. Harris, ›Can-
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ent on the musical setting, would have required Handel’s awareness and compliance.
Clori’s quest in Il delirio amoroso could, however, support multiple interpretations,
including, of course, the surface meaning of a delirious shepherdess searching for her
deceased lover.Whatever reading one wants to assign this cantata, the abandonment
of the virtuosic Italian style over the course of its musical setting will need to be
taken into account, just as one must also bear in mind the similar movement away
from Piacere’s virtuosity in Il trionfo toward the sobriety of Tempo and Disinganno.

A similar musical trajectory can be found in the cantataCor fedele,which Kirken-
dale suggests was commissioned by Ruspoli for performance at Ottoboni’s Cancel-
leria.35A bill from the copyist Angelini for a large »Cantata a tre con Violini« appears
in Ruspoli’s account books on 14 October. Kirkendale associated this, undoubtedly
correctly,with Handel’s cantata Cor fedele: as she points out, a copy of Cor fedele made
by Angelini exists in the Santini Collection in Münster with the title »Cantata a Tre
con Stromenti di Monsù Handel«.36 She has returned to this work more recently to
point out that it was »surely not performed at Ruspoli’s because there is no payment
recorded for the musicians«. She continues, »Very probably it was heard at Ottoboni’s
cancelleria, as Ruspoli’s thanks« for an oratorio the cardinal had dedicated to Ruspoli
the previous year. While this hypothesis seems plausible, Kirkendale’s subsequent
interpretation of the cantata’s narrative, in my view, is not supported by the text.37

Cor fedele tells the story of the shepherdess Clori and two shepherds, Tirsi and
Fileno, who pine for her. Clori flirts with both suitors and is deceitful to both of
them. In the original ending, the two men complain of the inconstancy of the »weak
sex« (»sesso imbelle«) and leave Clori to go off on their own, concluding the cantata
with a duet to the words:

Senza occhi e senza accenti, Without eyes and without voices,
Senza sdegni e lamenti, Without complaints and laments,
Vuol che sian gli amanti She wants her lovers to be,
La donna di oggi dì. [Says] the woman of today.

E se non è il pastore And if the shepherd is not
Semplice e tutto amore, Simple and all-loving,
Nol prende per suo vago, She will not take him for her lover,
Perchè lo vuol così. Because she wants him [only] thus.

Senza occhi … Without eyes …

tate, que me veux-tu?‹ or: Do Handel’s Cantatas Matter?, in: Music as Social and Cultural Practice:
Essays in Honour of Reinhard Strohm, ed. Melania Bucciarelli, Berta Joncus, Woodbridge 2007,
pp.159–184: 166.
35 Kirkendale, Handel with Ruspoli (see note 6), p. 325.
36 Ursula Kirkendale, The Ruspoli Documents on Handel, in: Journal of the American Musico-
logical Society 20 (1967), pp.222–273, 517 f.: 230; republished in: Kirkendale, Music and Meaning
(see note 6), pp.287–349.
37 Kirkendale, Handel with Ruspoli (see note 6), p. 325.
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In a revised ending, which Handel may have composed for Naples in 1708, the men
do not abandon Clori; and all three characters sing a concluding trio with following
moral:

Vivere e non amar, To live and not to love,
Amare e non languir, To love and not to languish.
Languire e non penar, To languish and not to suffer,
Possibile non è. Is impossible.

Kirkendale says of this text:

The three roles – Clori,Tirsi, and Fileno – seem to represent Isabella (Ruspoli’s wife),Otto-
boni, and Ruspoli himself. The two men woo Clori in vain. Tirsi is for Fileno the ›amico
e compagno‹. Both consider abandoning their sighs. But in the final terzett they agree that
life without love is not possible.38

In light of the overall text, this reading appears unlikely. Specifically, it ignores the
original ending,which, I believe, grows more naturally out of Handel’s setting of the
cantata as a whole.

Throughout the cantata, Clori’s arias are strikingly distinguished from those
of the two shepherds, being typically expansive in length, with large instrumental
forces, and all in major and in increasingly ›sharp‹ keys (after the initial aria in F,
the progression moves from G to A to E). The shepherds’ arias, in contrast, tend to
be shorter and to have more reduced accompaniments. Fileno’s arias are all in flat
keys (D minor, F major, C minor, F major). Tirsi’s arias vacillate in key and mode
(G major, G minor, D major, B minor), but are even smaller in size than Fileno’s.
In the original version there are twelve arias and three duets, one for each possible
pairing of the three characters. The duet for Clori and Fileno closes Part I of the
cantata, the duet for Clori and Tirsi opens Part II, and that for Fileno and Tirsi ends
the work.This layout leaves fully one quarter of the work to follow after Clori’s final
aria: two arias for Fileno, one for Tirsi, and their final duet. Clearly, the shepherdess
is left behind. Heeding the warnings present also in many of the continuo cantatas,
the shepherds agree not to let themselves (or their emotions) come under the power
of a »cruel, false and cunning« female (as the shepherdess is described in the cantata
Udite il mio consiglio). Tirsi actually speaks of Clori’s »power to establish tyranny over
miserable mortals« and of the similar »enslavement« of Hercules.39 One might say,

38 Kirkendale, Handel with Ruspoli, p. 325.
39 The English translation of »Cor fedele« is taken with some adaptation from that of Terence
Best in:Georg Friedrich Händel,Kantaten mit Instrumenten I, ed.Hans Joachim Marx,Kassel 1994
(Hallische Händel-Ausgabe V/3), p.XLIII. Hercules was enslaved by Omphale, for whom he lay
aside his lion’s skin and club, donned women’s clothes, and worked at a spinning wheel. Although
this part of Hercules’s history is not portrayed in Handel’s oratorio »Hercules« (1744), an echo re-
mains in an aria for Dejanira when she taunts her husband for his susceptibility to women’s wiles:
»Resign thy Club and Lion’s Spoils, / And fly from War to female Toils.« See David Ross Hurley,
Dejanira,Omphale, and the Emasculation of Hercules:Allusion and Ambiguity in Handel, in: Cam-
bridge Opera Journal 11 (1999), pp.199–214: 201–204.
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choosing yet another parallel, that Tirsi and Fileno resolve to protect themselves
from the fate of Samson, who, in the words of John Milton’s Samson Agonistes (1671)
as adapted for Handel in his oratorio of 1743, had allowed himself to be »by female
usurpation sway’d«.

In her commentary on Il trionfo, Smith emphasizes that whereas Bellezza is a
young woman, Piacere, Tempo and Disinganno are all male – »three male characters
trying to influence Bellezza to follow their persuasions«.40 Although the original
libretto makes these gender identifications outwardly clear, I would argue that they
do not play a large role in the meaning of the work. Bellezza is more »soul« than
woman, and Piacere, given »her« use of allure and deceit, is certainly given a feminine
characterization.41 I think that if Il trionfo can be read as a choice between reason
and vain delights, then it also depicts what was often presented in the eighteenth
century as a typical choice between male and female archetypes. In Handel’s later
works, for example, the men who choose the wrong path are typically led astray by
female Piacere figures, such as Samson by Dalila and Ruggiero by Alcina. The story
of Il trionfo is similar to these and to many of the cantatas, such as Cor fedele, where
the sex of the characters is essentially reversed. That is, just as Bellezza chooses not
to reside in Piacere’s Palace,Tirsi and Fileno agree not to place themselves under the
dominion of Clori. In both works, the use of virtuosity identifies the alluring but
dangerous choice.

Cantatas with pastoral texts typically allow for multiple interpretations,which, as
in the classical pastoral, can be personal, political or sacred in nature.Cor fedele, taken
beyond its surface text, could represent a preference for male friendship untainted by
the submission that comes with carnal desire; more radically, it could point toward
same-sex love. However, I would not try to link this cantata with specific individu-
als. In my view, an explicit personification reading would depend on the ability to
connect an individual to a particular name within a cantata, such as Ruspoli with his
Arcadian name of Olinto or, as Michael Talbot has suggested, the Arcadian name of

40 Quotation from private communication; see also Smith, Psychological Realism (see note 1),
p. 221 note 10.
41 As Smith points out, both Gianturco and van der Linden »refer to Piacere as female« (see
Smith, Psychological Realism, p.221 note 10). I suspect this probably represents an instinctive reac-
tion to the character. In his London revisions of 1737/1739 and 1757/1758,Handel assigned the role
of Piacere, previously a soprano, to tenor ( John Beard), although Deceit (a character added in the
1757 version) was written for soprano. Of course, in baroque performance practice, there did not
need to be a direct correlation between the sex of the character and the sex of the performer.There
is, for example, the possibility that in 1707 all the roles could have been sung by men, the parts of
both Bellezza and Piacere by castrati, as women were forbidden to sing publicly in Rome.When a
woman sang the role of Mary Magdalen in the premiere performance of Handel’s »La resurrezione«
at Ruspoli’s palace, the event was deemed sufficiently public for the Pope to intervene; a castrato
took over the role for the subsequent performance. Further,women singers when they did appear at
private gatherings were not restricted to female roles. In Handel’s cantata »Oh come chiare e belle«,
the role of Ruspoli was performed in his presence by a woman. The prevalence of cross-gendered
performance, in turn, created the possibility of cross-gender interpretation.
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Dalgiso Asteronio,which was that of Ruspoli’s son Bartolomeo,with Daliso.42 Kirk-
endale’s reading of Cor fedele, in contrast, identifies individuals unnamed in the text
and presents a single, fixed interpretation. That the three characters might represent
Ruspoli, his wife, and Ottoboni strikes me as implausible, for Clori’s characterization
would have painted a very unflattering portrait of Ruspoli’s wife, and the shepherds’
decision not to commit themselves to love but rather to be fancy free (»let our hearts
be servants of caprice and not of love«) would seem an inappropriate posture for
either the cardinal or the marchese.

There is no cantata by Handel in which one can confidently identify Ottoboni
as a character.Ruspoli appears in the cantata Oh come chiare e belle (with his Arcadian
name of Olinto), and Pamphilj not only writes directly about Handel in the cantata
bearing his name, but places him as well into the storyline of Il trionfo. Pamphilj’s
authorship also tends to identify his own presence in these works: in Hendel, non può
mia musa by the use of the first person, and in Il trionfo less specifically, but surely his
presence is felt in relation to the apparent decision to include Handel as a character
in Piacere’s palace. In the other two cantatas by Handel with texts by Pamphilj, the
cardinal identifies himself more directly.

Tra le fiamme is a cautionary tale. Its actual title, Il consiglio (as opposed to »Tra le
fiamme«, the commonly-used incipit), brings us back to Il trionfo and the character
of Disinganno (or Consiglio), and its warning in the first aria against a »charming
beauty who deceives« reminds one of the escape of Tirsi and Fileno from the deceit-
ful Clori and perhaps even Bellezza’s escape from Piacere. The text compares the
singer’s attraction to that of »a thousand moths« drawn into a flame, from which only
the phoenix can rise again if it goes to its death. In the second aria, »Pien di nuovo
e bel diletto«, the singer changes metaphors and contemplates the story of Daedalus
and his son Icarus. Daedalus fashions wings from feathers and wax for both of them;
when Icarus flies too near the sun, the wax melts, plummeting the youth to his death
in the sea. The following recitative provides the moral for the aria, drawing a paral-
lel to the thousand moths and single phoenix of the first aria: »There is many an
Icarus, but only one Daedalus.« In contrast to Icarus and the indiscriminate moths of
the first two arias, the third aria, »Voli per l’aria«, provides the example of »the man
born to ascend to heaven« (»l’uomo che nacque per salire al cielo«) who allows him-
self only imaginary flights. The cantata concludes, unusually, with a grand da capo,
repeating the A section of the opening aria, and returning the story to the phoenix
and the dangerous situation of the singer: »Among the flames you flitter playfully, oh
my heart.« The cantata suggests that the singer must choose between the examples
of Icarus and the thousand moths, on the one hand, and the man who will ascend
to heaven, on the other.

42 Michael Talbot, The Chamber Cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi, Woodbridge 2006, p. 99. Talbot
has identified ten composers who wrote »Daliso« cantatas in Rome, and he suggests further that the
»Daliso« cantatas by Vivaldi written in Mantua represented »the sincerest form of flattery«.
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Like other cantatas mentioned in this paper,Tra le fiamme can be dated to 1707: a
bill of 6 July 1707 in Pamphilj’s account books for copying out a large cantata with a
text by Pamphilj would seem to refer to this work.43 The cantata contains an unusu-
ally rich orchestration: in addition to two recorders, oboe, violins I and II, and con-
tinuo bass, it includes a virtuoso part for viola da gamba, an instrument frequently
associated in Germany with the theme of death and resurrection. Examples range
from Schütz’s Historia der Auferstehung (1623) to Bach’s St. John and St.Matthew Pas-
sions (1724 and 1727).44 Handel’s only other use of the gamba in his Italian works
occurs in the oratorio La resurrezione (1708). In Tra le fiamme the instrument appears
in part to fulfill a similar function, associated with the imagery of the phoenix, but
also with the dangers of flight and flame from which only the phoenix can rise.

The phoenix metaphor suggests that this text may have held a personal read-
ing for Pamphilj, whose literary name, Fenicio Larisseo, referred specifically to the
phoenix (»fenice«).45 The fatal attraction described in the cantata could represent any
number of things, including love, political power, or even art, but Pamphilj’s personal
interest in Handel’s music, or in Handel himself, as reflected in both Hendel, non può
mia musa and Il trionfo, is also a possibility, and Judith Peraino makes this argument.
She sees Handel as the Daedalus-type figure whose art enables him to fly but, with
the possible exception of Pamphilj the phoenix, attracts others to their ruin.46 As
part of her argument, Peraino illustrates a number of textual similarities between
the depiction of the organist in Il trionfo and of Icarus in Tra le fiamme: both of the
youths (»giovinetti«) have »wings« (»l’ali« – Handel’s are on his hands) and both are
associated with a new and sweet delight (»nuovo e bel diletto«). These connections
are intriguing, but I think they lead away from Peraino’s interpretation and connect
Handel with Icarus rather than Daedalus. Was Pamphilj warning Handel against
some specific attraction? It would be tempting, for example, to associate this text
with the rumored affair between Handel and the singer Vittoria Tarquini.47 Regard-

43 Hans Joachim Marx, Händel in Rom – seine Beziehung zu Benedetto Card. Pamphilj, in:
Händel-Jahrbuch 29 (1983), pp.107–118: 111.
44 Lucy Robinson, art. Viol (7), in:Grove Music Online, ed. Laura Macy (accessed 28 September
2007), http://www.grovemusic.com.
45 Montalto suggests (Un mecenate [see note 18], p. 193) that this name was chosen by Pamphilj
to commemorate Queen Christina of Sweden as »the symbolic phoenix under whose influence
he had developed as a young man«. Christina had abdicated her throne, converted to Catholicism,
and lived in Rome at the center of a literary and cultural circle. After her death (1689), the newly-
formed Arcadian Academy named her their symbolic »basilissa« (empress). I am not aware of any
explication for Pamphilj’s second Arcadian name of Larisseo.
46 JudithA.Peraino,Listening to the Sirens:Musical Technologies of Queer Identity from Homer
to »Hedwig«, Berkeley 2006, esp. »The Phoenix of Sodom«, pp.208–227.
47 Mainwaring (Memoirs [see note 5], pp.53 f.) hints at the »inclinations« of a singer named Vit-
toria for Handel at the time of »Agrippina« (Venice, 1709). In 1710, the electress of Hanover, Sophie,
wrote to her granddaughter about Handel after his arrival in that city that »he is quite a handsome
man and gossip says that he has been in love with Victoria« (Donald Burrows,Handel and Hanover,
in:Bach,Handel, Scarlatti: Tercentenary Essays, ed.Peter Williams,Cambridge 1985, p. 35, his trans-
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less of any specific meaning, however, Pamphilj’s Good Counsel (»Il consiglio«) of
the title seems to be directed outward rather than to himself.48

Pamphilj’s cantata text Sarei troppo felice, which appears among other lyrical
poems by him in the Vatican Library, seems more personal.49 Handel set a text with
the same title, which differs in part from the Vatican cantata but includes the same
refrain:

Sarei troppo felice I would be very happy
S’io potessi dar legge al mio pensiero. If I could give laws to my thought.

Probably Handel’s cantata text is also by Pamphilj, it or the cantata in the Vatican
Library a revision of the other to suit different circumstances. The text of the Vati-
can cantata tells of an unnamed person who is unable to enjoy being in a beautiful
garden or at festive galas. He is disturbed by sad and cruel thoughts, which, like the
good mother of an inconstant son, will not come when she is commanded, but will
follow when not wanted, and by that means be ever present. Pamphilj seems to iden-
tify himself as the tormented soul, stating in the closing recitative that his disquieting
thoughts are like a phoenix, for as soon as they die, they are reborn.

In Handel’s cantata (which appears on 22 September 1707 in Ruspoli’s account
books), the identical refrain is used four times in exactly the same way as in the
Vatican cantata, even though there is one less aria in this version: it is heard at the
beginning and end of the opening recitative, at the close of the second recitative and,
to conclude the cantata, at the close of the final recitative. The text of the cantata
relates the unhappy story of Clori and Tirsi, names that also appear in both Il delirio
amoroso and Cor fedele. Of these three works, the two by Pamphilj, Sarei troppo felice
and Il delirio amoroso, are specifically in the voice of Clori and about an unfaithful
Tirsi; Cor fedele, in contrast, presents a faithful Tirsi’s complaints about Clori. The
generic nature of these pastoral names will probably continue to hide any intended
allegory. It is not, however, the possibility of a shared personal reference, but rather
the refrain, pointing to the difficulty of staying in control of one’s choices, that ties
Sarei troppo felice to the entire group of cantatas under discussion.Clori cannot decide
whether to love or to hate Tirsi and cannot get him out of her mind. This dilemma
does not, on the surface, appear as serious as that faced by Bellezza in Il trionfo, but
it addresses the same issue: Bellezza herself is very attracted to the deceitful Piacere,

lation from the French).This »Victoria« has typically been associated with Vittoria Tarquini,who as
mistress of prince Ferdinando de’Medici, would certainly have been a dangerous flame for Handel
to chase.
48 Some of the material in the paragraphs on »Tra le fiamme« was previously published in CD

liner notes I wrote for La Risonanza (Fabio Bonizzoni, music director): Le cantate per il Cardinal
Pamphili, Le cantate italiane di Handel 1 (Glossa Music:GCD 921521,2006); the English translation
of »Tra le fiamme« in this booklet (printed without attribution) provides the basis of the translations
given here.
49 I-Rvat, Cod. Vat. Lat. 10206. The poem has also been published in Montalto, Un mecenate
(see note 18), pp.492–494.
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and at one point wishes she had two hearts so that she could give one to repentance
and the other to pleasure.

Il trionfo delTempo e del Disinganno,Cor fedele, Tra le fiamme, and Sarei troppo felice
all concern the decision not to follow the road of deceit that leads to death,whether
that path is represented by Piacere, a deceitful lover or a dangerous flame. In Il trionfo,
Cor fedele, and Il delirio amoroso (in which Clori in her deranged state does follow
deceit in the person of Tirsi into Hell but by forgiving him is able to rise to heaven
– much, I must say, like a phoenix), Handel uses virtuosic display to portray deceit.
In Il trionfo, in particular, this choice may be meant to demonstrate his (Herculean)
ability to conquer the facile Italian style while avoiding its lure. In a number of these
works, Pamphilj or Handel is specifically mentioned or addressed, permitting their
close association with the cantatas and with the choices being made. Without this
kind of specific reference, the identification of characters in the texts with particular
individuals is little more than guesswork. Above all else, the works by Pamphilj and
the cantata Cor fedele indicate that if the choice of a virtuous life can itself comprise
a psychological drama, as Smith has argued in the case of Il trionfo, then adherence
to that choice is often even more difficult. Sacred and profane love are never far
separated, and it is easy to be lured off the righteous path.Many moths are attracted
to the flame. As opposed to those written for other patrons or places, the cantatas
associated with Cardinals Pamphilj and Ottoboni confront the constant difficulty, as
stated in Sarei troppo felice, of giving »laws to [one’s] thought«.




